T he Ninth World Multiconference SCI (Systematics, Cybernetics, and Informatics) 2005 has attracted more attention than its vaporifi c title usually merits by accepting a spoof paper from three MIT graduate students. The Times (of London, by default, of course) ran the eye-catching headline, "How gibberish put scientists to shame" (April 6, 2005) . One of the students, Jeremy Stribling, explains how they had developed a computer program to generate random sequences of technobabble in order to confi rm their suspicions that papers of dubious academicity were bypassing serious, or indeed, any scrutiny. In fact, the students claim ulterior, fi nancial motives behind this lack of proper peer review. The SCI organizers, it is suggested, solicit admissions via substantial e-mail shots and usually charge a fee for accepted papers to be presented at their conference.
There are many precedents both for computer-generated nonsense and for fooling various academic entities with manually contrived gobbledygook. The former were originally for fun, such as the simple Datamation Jargon Generator, which randomly concatenated several fashionable buzzwords from a standard list. If the object was to shame the marketeers, it has clearly failed. Some linguists suggest that the word system has become grammaticalized 1 as a delimiting tag to signal the end of these random strings of jargon. You can either print and snail-mail your order or e-mail two "half-applications" using two separate target addresses. You enter half of your credit-card data in one e-mail, and the remaining half in the other. Now there's a challenge for those who answered the Gospel call: "Come, I will make you Phishers of Men..." (Mark 1:17). In the case of my credit rating, I can echo Iago: "Who steals my identity, steals trash."
An institution that parallels and often converges with the JIR is the Ig Nobel Awards Committee (www.improbable.com/ig/ig-top.html), although this extends the genre more from deliberate parody to authentic research that has all the hallmarks of spoof and grandiose silliness.
If you've witnessed an Ig Nobel Award ceremony, it's clear that most of the winners who turn up are by no means disgraced by their "anti-prizes." This, I suppose, is not only a byproduct of our celebrity culture (being famous for being infamous, or vice versa) but also a tribute to the uncruel, teasing humor underlying the whole affair. One might even suspect that some researchers, unlikely ever to get the nod from Stockholm, consciously infl ate their prose with half-an-eye on the Ig Nobel. 
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The very fact that "real" and "fake" dissertations are becoming diffi cult to distinguish is a direct result of evergrowing specialization. Mathematician D. E. Littlewood 3 repeats the old saw that specialists get to know more and more about less and less, extrapolated until they know everything about epsilon. After retelling the Old Testament Babel myth, Littlewood observes: "The story is not without relevance to the science of today, which aspires in some respects beyond the heavens. The curse of the confusion of tongues is no less apt. What scientist can read with interest a technical paper in a different branch of science from his own? What mathematician can read with profi t research papers on a topic on which he has not specialized knowledge?" Ironically, one of Littlewood's pioneering papers on algebraic groups was rejected by a leading mathematical journal on the grounds that it was incomprehensible. This reminds us that the word gibberish and its diverse cognates reveal, etymologically at least, elements of subjective and potentially invalid judgments. Thus, babble is what babes and inarticulate brooks do. Both gibberish and gobbledygook are meaningless turkey-talk, and the Greeks, hearing only sheepish "baa-baas" from their non-Helleniphone neighbors, dubbed them all barbarians. Even jargon started life as the French for "the twittering of birds," although a less derogatory secondary meaning has evolved: the specialized lexicon of a particular trade or domain.
With this in mind, we return to the duping of the CSI conference reviewers. One of the hoax papers accepted was "Rooter: A Methodology for the Typical Unification of Access Points and Redundancy." The introduction asserts, "Certainly, the usual methods for the emulation of Smalltalk that paved the way for the investigation of rasterization do not apply here." This is a wonderful parody for those of us who know the jargon. The pun on root/router is par for MIT-graduate humor, and at least one occurrence of methodology is mandatory. Perhaps, however, the rules of grammar are too closely observed, and a cynic might take this as a hint that the authors are not real scientists! Yet, again, some sort of information is being presented, and it could be that the domain of discourse happens to fall just outside the reader's knowledge base. After all, Smalltalk and GUIs came from Xerox PARC where, no doubt, rasterizations of all kinds were investigated, implemented, and (nudge-nudge, say-nomore) stolen by Apple or IBM?
One's puzzlement is increased when the Times quotes the following excerpt, clearly expecting us to roll over in disbelief that such gibberish could slip through the widest of editorial sieves: "We compared throughput on the Microsoft Windows Longhorn, Ultrix, and Microsoft Windows 2000 operating systems."
The sentence qua sentence is a tad bizarre but quite sound technically. The three named products are indeed real or pending operating systems (Longhorn being the public in-house moniker for Microsoft's next big thingy) for which throughput comparisons can be (and often are) meaningfully compared.
I suppose the conclusion is that a reliable gibberish fi lter requires a careful holistic review by several peer domain experts. Each word and each sentence may well prove individually impeccable, although nonsense in toto, 4 which probably rules out for many years to come a computerized filter for both human and computer-generated hoaxes. The D. E. Littlewood problem will remain: a paper so advanced that he was the only expert at the time to understand it. How well I know his angst, shared by all whose submissions have ever been spiked. Perhaps we can live with a hanging Judge Jeffrey's agenda: Better that a hundred good papers are rejected than that one hoaxer or crank be published. Q REFERENCES 1. Here's a relevant example of how a well-defined technical term, familiar within the trade, can come across to the unversed as an abomination, a gross mangling of decent English, a Bushism even, or at least the product of some damned Yankee. Technically, we have grammatical words and concrete words. Grammatical words, such as then or or, perform (possibly) vital structural and semantic duties without "naming" particular things or concepts. In this context, love and phlogiston are rated as concrete. Amazingly (to outsiders!), words can, over time, shift between (or maybe straddle) these curmudgeon
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Each word and each sentence may well prove individually impeccable, although nonsense in toto.
